Mean curvature flow evolves isometrically immersed base Riemannian manifolds M in the direction of their mean curvature in an ambient manifoldM . We consider the classical solutions to the mean curvature flow. If the base manifold M is compact, the short time existence and uniqueness of the mean curvature flow are well-known. For complete noncompact isometrically immersed hypersurfaces M (uniformly local lipschitz) in Euclidean space, the short time existence was established by Ecker and Huisken in [9] . The short time existence and the uniqueness of the solutions to the mean curvature flow of complete isometrically immersed manifolds of arbitrary codimensions in the Euclidean space are still open questions. In this paper, we solve the uniqueness problem affirmatively for the mean curvature flow of general codimensions and general ambient manifolds. More precisely, let (M ,ḡ) be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimensionn such that the curvature and its covariant derivatives up to order 2 are bounded and the injectivity radius is bounded from below by a positive constant, we prove that the solution of the mean curvature flow with bounded second fundamental form on an isometrically immersed manifold M (may be high codimension) is unique. In the second part of the paper, inspired by the Ricci flow, we prove the pseudolocality theorem of mean curvature flow. As a consequence, we obtain the strong uniqueness theorem, which removes the boundedness assumption of the second fundamental form of the solution in the uniqueness theorem.
Introduction
Let (Mn,ḡ) be a complete Riemannian (compact or noncompact) manifold, and X 0 : (M n , g) →Mn be an isometrically immersed Riemannian manifold. For any fixed point x 0 ∈ M n , X, Y ∈ T x 0 M n , the second fundamental form II at x 0 is defined by II(X, Y ) =∇XỸ − ∇XỸ = (∇XỸ ) ⊥ , where M n is regarded as a submanifold ofM locally by the isometry X 0 ,∇ and ∇ are the covariant derivatives ofḡ and g respectively,X,Ỹ are any smooth extensions of X and Y onMn. In local coordinate system {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } on M n , denote the second fundamental form by h ij = II( ∂ ∂x i , ∂ ∂x j ) and the mean curvature by H = g ij h ij . The mean curvature flow is a deformation X t : M n →Mn of X 0 in the direction of the mean curvature H ∂ ∂t X(x, t) = H(x, t), for x ∈ M n and t ≥ 0, (1.1) with X(x, 0) = X 0 (x), where M n is equipped with the induced metric from X(·, t) : M n →Mn and H(x, t) is the corresponding mean curvature. We can write (1.1) in another form ∂ ∂t X(x, t) = △X(x, t), for x ∈ M n and t ≥ 0, (1.2) where △X α (x, t) = g ij (x, t)(
∂X γ ∂x j ) is the harmonic map Laplacian from the manifold (M n , g ij (·, t)) to (Mn,ḡ), and g ij (·, t) is the induced metric from the inclusion map X(·, t).
Various weak solutions to the mean curvature flow have been studied in the past 30 years by many mathematicians with different approaches, e.g. Brakke solutions, the level set solutions, etc. The existence, uniqueness and non-uniqueness of weak solutions for Euclidean (non)smooth hypersurface have been extensively studied. In this paper, motivated by geometric applications, we consider the classical solutions in general ambient Riemannian manifolds.
When M n is compact, the mean curvature flow (1.1) has a unique short time solution, since (1.2) is a quasi-linear parabolic equation. When M n is noncompact, in codimesion 1 case, Ecker and Huisken in [9] established the short time existence for complete noncompact isometrically immersed hypersurfaces (uniformly local lipschitz) in Euclidean space. For submanifolds of arbitrary codimensions in a general ambient Riemannian manifold, the short time existence and the uniqueness of (1.1) have not been established in the literature. In this paper, we deal with the problem of uniqueness and derive the pseudolocality estimate of the mean curvature flow (1.1).
The first main theorem of this paper is the following Theorem 1.1 Let (Mn,ḡ) be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimensionn such that the curvature and its covariant derivatives up to order 2 are bounded and the injectivity radius is bounded from below by a positive constant, i.e. there are constants C andδ such that |Rm| + |∇Rm| + |∇ 2R m|(x) ≤C, inj(Mn, x) >δ > 0,
for all x ∈Mn. Let X 0 : M n →Mn be an isometrically immersed Riemannian manifold with bounded second fundamental form inMn. Suppose X 1 (x, t) and X 2 (x, t) are two solutions to the mean curvature flow (1.1) on M n × [0, T ] with the same X 0 as initial data and with bounded second fundamental forms on [0, T ]. Then X 1 (x, t) = X 2 (x, t) for all (x, t) ∈ M n × [0, T ].
We remark that the uniqueness of the Ricci flow has been established by Zhu and the first author in [5] . More precisely, it was proved in [5] that the solutions of the Ricci flow in the class of bounded curvature with the same initial data are unique. One can find that in order to prevent the surgery times from accumulation in the theory of the Ricci flow with surgery in dimension three [15] [2] and four [4] , it is crucial to employ the uniqueness theorem [5] . The uniqueness theorem of mean curvature flow will also play important role in the theory of the mean curvature flow with surgery.
Since the mean curvature flow is degenerate in tangent directions, it is not a strictly parabolic system. In order to apply the standard theory of strict parabolic equations, we use the De Turck trick [7] . The idea is to pull back the mean curvature flow through a family of diffeomorphisms of the base manifold M n generated by solving a harmonic map flow coupled with the mean curvature flow, this gives us the so-called mean curvature De Turck flow, which is a strict parabolic system. Then we apply the uniqueness of the strict parabolic system. The issue is not quite straight forward as it seems. Because before applying the uniqueness theorem of a strict parabolic system on a noncompact manifold, we encounter two analytic difficulties. The first one is that we need to establish a short time existence for the harmonic map flow between complete manifolds. The second one is to get a priori estimates for the harmonic map flow so that after pulling back, the solutions to the strictly parabolic system still satisfy suitable growth conditions.
In the classical theory of the harmonic map flow, people usually would like to impose certain convexity conditions to ensure the existence (e.g. the negative curvature condition [10] or convex condition [8] ). We observed that in [5] the condition of injectivity radius bounded from below by a positive constant ensures certain uniform (local) convexity and this is sufficient to give the short time existence and a priori estimates for the harmonic map flow. Note that the mean curvature flow is a kind of harmonic map flow with varying base metrics. In order to deal with the a priori estimates for mean curvature flow and harmonic map flow coupled with mean curvature flow, we have to consider the general harmonic map flow. These estimates have been dealt with systematically in this paper(Sections 2, 3 and 4).
Note that the injectivity radius of a Riemannian manifold with bounded curvature may decay exponentially. In the Ricci flow case [5] , since we only have the curvature bound, we need make more effort to overcome this difficulty.
The difference of Theorem 1.1 with [5] is between the extrinsic and intrinsic geometries. In the present case, instead of the metric as in the Ricci flow, we consider the equation of the position function.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1, we have Corollary 1.2 Let (Mn,ḡ) be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimensionn such that the curvature and its covariant derivatives up to order 2 are bounded and the injectivity radius is bounded from below by a positive constant, i.e. there are constantsC andδ such that
for all x ∈Mn. Let X 0 : (M n , g) → (Mn,ḡ) be an isometrically immersed complete Riemannian manifold with bounded second fundamental form inMn. Suppose X t : M n →Mn is a solution to the mean curvature flow (1.1) on M n × [0, T ] with X 0 as initial data and with bounded second fundamental forms on [0, T ]. Letσ be an isometry of (Mn,ḡ) such that there is an isometry σ of (M n , g) to itself satisfying
for all x ∈ M n . Then we have
In particular, the isometry subgroup of (M n , g) induced by an isometry subgroup of (Mn,ḡ) at initial time by (1.3) remains to be an isometry subgroup of (M n , g t ) for any t ∈ [0, T ].
From the PDE point of view, it is a natural condition in Theorem 1.1 of assuming that the second fundamental form of the solution is bounded. In the last part of the paper, we try to remove this condition. We remark that in [6] , Chou and Zhu have obtained the strong uniqueness of the curve shortening flow for the locally Lipschitz continuous properly embedded curve whose two ends are presentable as graphs over semi-infinite line. Our strong uniqueness theorem is the following Theorem 1.3 LetM be ann-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold satisfying |Rm| + |∇Rm| + |∇ 2R m| ≤ c 2 0 and inj(M ) ≥ i 0 > 0. Let X 0 : M →M be an n-dimensional isometrically properly embedded submanifold with bounded second fundamental form inM . Suppose X 1 (x, t) and X 2 (x, t) are two smooth solutions to the mean curvature flow (1.1) on M × [0, T 0 ] properly embedded inM with the same X 0 as initial data. Then there is 0 < T 1 ≤ T 0 such that
We say a submanifold M ⊂M is properly embedded in a ball B(x 0 , r 0 ) if either M is closed or ∂M has distance ≥ r 0 from x 0 . We say a submanifold M ⊂M is properly embedded inM if either M is closed or there is an x 0 ∈M such that M is properly embedded in B(x 0 , r 0 ) for any r 0 > 0. The strong uniqueness theorem was proved as a consequence of Theorem 1.1 and pseudolocality theorem.
The pseudolocality theorem says that the behavior of the solution at a point can be controlled by the initial data at nearby points, whatever the solution or initial data outside the neighborhood behaviors like. Precisely the following theorem is proved in our paper: Theorem 1.4 LetM be ann-dimensional manifold satisfying |Rm| + |∇Rm| + |∇ 2R m| ≤ c . Then we have an estimate of the second fundamental form
We remark that for codimension 1 uniformly local Lipschitz hypersurface in Euclidean space, the estimate was firstly derived by Ecker and Huisken [9] , and for higher codimension case, under an additional condition which assumes that the submanifold is compact, the estimate was proved by M.T.Wang [18] . We also remark that in codimension 1 case [9] , the constant δ in Theorem 1.4 does not need to be small; however, in higher codimension case, as noted by [18] , the smalless assumption is necessary in view of the example of Lawson and Osserman [12] . The strategy of the proofs of [9] [18] is to find a suitable local gradient function serving as the lower order quantity( the second fundamental form is the higher order quantity) as in the Bernstein trick, then compute the equations and apply the maximum principle.
Our approach is completely different and is to find a mean curvature flow analogue of the corresponding estimate in Ricci flow given by Perelmann [14] . As a nontrivial corollary of Theorem 1.4, we have Theorem 1.5 LetM be ann-dimensional manifold satisfying |Rm| + |∇Rm| + |∇ 2R m| ≤ c 
, and assume that at time zero, x 0 ∈ M 0 and |A|(x) ≤ r −1 0 whenever x ∈ M 0 ∩ BM (x 0 , r 0 ). Then we have an estimate
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we derive the injectivity radius estimate of an immersed manifold in terms of its bound of the second fundamental form and the curvature bound and the injectivity radius bound of the ambient manifold, we also derive some preliminary estimates for a general harmonic map flow. In section 3, we prove the higher derivative estimates for the mean curvature flow. In Section 4, we study the harmonic map flow coupled with the mean curvature flow. In Section 5, we study and prove the uniqueness theorem of the mean curvature De Turck flow. In section 6, we prove the uniqueness Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. In section 7, we establish the pseudolocality theorems 1.4,1.5 of the mean curvature flow and prove the strong uniqueness theorem 1.3.
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Preliminary estimates
In the first part of this section, we will derive the injectivity radius estimate for any complete isometrically immersed manifold M n with bounded second fundamental form in a complete manifold whose curvature is bounded and the injectivity radius is bounded from blow by a positive constant. Let X : M n →Mn be a complete isometrically immersed manifold with bounded second fundamental form |h α ij | ≤ C inMn, then there is a positive constant δ = δ(C,δ, C,n) such that the injectivity radius of M n satisfies
n } be any two local coordinates ofMn and M n at y 0 (= X(x 0 )) and x 0 respectively, recall that the second fundamental form can be written in these local coordinates in the following form
where ∇ i ∇ j (y α ) is the Hessian of y α , which is viewed as a function of M n near x 0 . In the following argument, we denote byC 1 various constants depending only onC,
∂y α ∂x j and the Hessian of f with respect to the metric g on M n ∩ X −1 (B(y 0 ,C 1 )) can be computed as follows
Using Hessian comparison theorem onMn and choosingC 1 suitable small so thatd is suitable small, we get
). Now we claim that any closed geodesic starting and ending at x 0 on (M n , g) must have length ≥ 2C 1 . We argue by contradiction. Indeed, suppose we have a closed geodesic γ :
By the maximum principle, we have
this implies that γ is just a point γ(0). The contradiction proves the claim. On the other hand, by the Gauss equation,
Finally, by Klingenberg lemma [3] , the injectivity radius of (M n , g) at x 0 is given by inj(M n , g, x 0 ) = min{the conjugate radius at x 0 , 1 2 the length of the shortest closed geodesic at
The proof of the theorem is completed. # Let N be a Riemanian manifold, the distance function d(y 1 , y 2 ) can be regarded as a function on N × N. In the next theorem, we will estimate the Hession of the distance function viewed as the function of two variables. This estimate plays import role in our arguments(see [5] ). The crucial computation of the Hessian was carried out in [17] . Theorem 2.2 Let N n be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n with bounded curvature, and the injectivity radius is bounded from below by a positive constant,
Let d(y 1 , y 2 ) be the distance function regarded as a function on N ×N, then there is a positive constant C(K 0 , i 0 ) depending only on K 0 and i 0 such that when d(y 1 , y 2 ) ≤ min{
∇ is the covariant derivative of N × N, γ is the unique geodesic connecting y 1 and y 2 in N n , and P γ is the parallel translation of N n along γ.
. Then ψ is a smooth function of (y 1 , y 2 ) when
n }, let γ uv be the minimal geodesic from u to v and e 1 ∈ T u N n be the tangent vector to γ uv at u. Then e 1 (u, v) defines a smooth vector field on D. Let {e i } be an orthonormal basis for T u N n which depends on u smoothly. By parallel translation of {e i } along γ, we define {ē i } an orthonormal basis for T v N n . Thus {e 1 , · · · e n ,ē 1 , · · ·ē n } is a local frame on D. Then for any X = X 1 + X 2 ∈ T (u,v) D with
by the formula (16) 
where V is a Jacobi field on geodesic σ (connecting (v, v) to (u, v)) andσ (connecting (u, u) to (u, v) of length r = √ ψ) with X as the boundary values, where X is extended to be a local vector field by letting its coefficients with respect to {e 1 , · · · e n ,ē 1 , · · ·ē n } be constant(see [17] ). By the Jacobi equation, we have the estimates
}. Thus by (2.10) we have
This proves (ii). The Theorem is proved. # For future applications, in the next part of this section, we will calculate the equations of derivatives of general harmonic map flow. Since the mean curvature flow is a kind of harmonic map flow with varying base metrics evolved by mean curvature flow, the formulas computed here is important in deriving the higher derivatives estimates in section 3 and 4. The formulas are of interest in their own rights. First we fix some notations.
Let F be a map from a Riemannian manifold (M, g ij ) to another Riemannian manifold (N,ḡ αβ ), let F −1 T N be the pull back of the tangent bundle of N, we equip the bundle (T * M) ⊗p ⊗ F −1 T N the connection and metric induced from the connections and metrics of M and N. Let u be a section of (T * M)
The coefficients of the covariant derivative ∇u can be computed by the formula
where Γ andΓ are connection coefficients of M and N respectively. We can define the Laplacian of u by △u
If we have a family of metrics g ij (·, t) on M and a family of maps F (·, t) from M to N, then for each time t, we can still define the bundle (T * M) ⊗p ⊗ F −1 T N and define the covariant derivative ∇. It is a useful observation that the natural time derivative ∂ ∂t is not covariant. We define a covariant time derivative D t as follows. For any section u
It is a routine computation which shows that the operator D t is covariant.
Proposition 2.3 Let M be a manifold with a family of metrics g ij (x, t), (N,ḡ) a Riemannian manifold. Let F (·, t) be a solution to the harmonic map flow with respect to the evolving metrics g t andḡ
where △F (x, t) is the harmonic map Laplacian of F defined by metrics g ij (x, t) and g. Then we have
where
Proof. For k = 1, by direct computation and Ricci identity, we have
For k ≥ 2, we prove by induction. Since
we have
Combining with Ricci identity
and induction on k, we have
We finish the proof of the proposition. # Corollary 2.4 Let F (·, t) be assumed as in proposition 2.3. Then we have
(2.14)
then (2.14) follows from Proposition 2.3. #
Higher derivative estimates for the mean curvature flow
Now we come back to the mean curvature flow, suppose X(·, t) is a solution to the mean curvature flow equation (1.2), g(·, t) is the family of the induced metrics on M n from (Mn,ḡ) by X(·, t), then
Combining with corollary 2.4, we have Proposition 3.1 Let (Mn,ḡ) be a Riemannian manifold of dimensionn. Let X 0 : M n →Mn be an isometrically immersed manifold inMn. Suppose X(x, t) is a solution to the mean curvature flow (
Now we are ready to derive the higher derivatives estimates of the second fundamental form of the mean curvature flow provided that we have bounded the second fundamental form. Before the deriving of the higher derivatives estimates, we need to construct a family of cut-off functions ξ k , which are used also in the next section. For each integer k > 0, let ξ k be a smooth non-increasing function from (−∞, +∞) to [0, 1] so that ξ k (s) = 1 for s ∈ (−∞, 
Theorem 3.2 (local estimates) Let (Mn,ḡ) be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimensionn. Let X 0 : M n →Mn be an isometrically immersed complete manifold inMn. Suppose X(x, t) is a solution to the mean curvature flow (1.1) on M n ×[0, T ] with X 0 as initial data and with bounded second fundamental forms |h
Then for any fixed x 0 ∈ M n and any geodesic ball B 0 (x 0 , a) of radius a > 0 of initial metric g ij , for any k ≥ 3, we have
where the constant C k depends onC, T,n, a and the bounds of the curvature and its covariant derivatives up to order k − 1 of the ambient manifoldM on its geodesic
is not hard to see that under the evolution of the mean curvature flow, at any time
For any fixed a > 0, k > 0, we denote by C k various constants depending only on a,C, T ,n and the bounds of the curvature and its covariant derivatives up to order k − 1 of the ambient manifoldM on its ball
By Proposition 3.1, we have
Combining (3.5) and (3.6), for any constant A > 0 we have
Since |∇ 2 X| 2 is bounded by assumption, by choosing A suitable large, let u = (A + |∇ 2 X| 2 )|∇ 3 X| 2 and v = tu, we have
Now we need a cut-off function technique as in [5] . Let ξ(x) = ξ 3 (
), where ξ 3 is the cut-off function satisfying (3.3) for k = 3. Then the function ξ(x) satisfies
where we used the Hessian comparison theorem since by Gauss equation the curvature of the initial metric is bounded from below by a constant depending onC and the curvature bound of the ambient manifold on the ball
The last formula holds in the sense of support functions. Define φ(x, t) = ξ(x)v(x, t). Then we have
Suppose the point x 1 does not lie in the cut-locus of x 0 , then
By (3.10) and (3.11), at (x 1 , t 1 ) we have
Note that the second fundamental form is bounded in M n ×[0, T ], the metrics g ij (·, t) are equivalent. Since
where we used the fact that φ achieves its maximum at (x 1 , t 1 ). Thus at (x 1 , t 1 ),
by substituting into (3.12), multiplying by ξ(x 1 ) and combining with (3.9), we have at (
This implies φ(x 1 , t 1 ) ≤ C 3 and
. If x 1 lies on the cut locus of x 0 , then by applying a standard support function technique as in [16] , the same estimate is still valid.
For higher derivatives, we prove by induction. Fix x 0 ∈ M n , a > 0, suppose
. Now we prove the estimate for k = m.
By induction hypothesis and Proposition 3.1, we have
and
for A to be determined later. Combining (3.14) and (3.15), we have for suitable large A as before
To apply the cut-off function technique to (3.16) as before, we note that by the estimate for k = 3, we know that
By calculating the equation of ξ m (
)ψ using (3.16), and repeating the same procedure of applying maximum principle as before, we can prove that
We complete the induction step and the theorem is proved. # Corollary 3.3 Let (Mn,ḡ) be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimensionn with bounded curvature and its derivatives up to order 2, i.e. there is a constantC such that
Let X 0 : M n →Mn be an isometrically immersed complete manifold inMn. Suppose X(·, t) is a solution to the mean curvature flow (1.1) on M n ×[0, T ] with X 0 as initial data and with bounded second fundamental forms |h
Then there is a constant C 1 depending only onC,n and T such that
Moreover, for any fixed x 0 ∈ M n and any ball B 0 (x 0 , a) of radius a > 0 of initial metric g ij , for any k ≥ 2, there is a constant C k depending only on a,C,n, T and the bounds of the curvature and its derivatives up to order k + 1 of the ambient manifold on its geodesic ball BM (X 0 (x 0 ), a + 1 + √ nCT ), such that
Proof. This follows from Gauss equation and Theorem 3.2. # 4 Harmonic map flow coupled with mean curvature flow Let X t be the solution to the mean curvature flow as in Theorem 1.1. Let g ij (x, t) be the induced metrics with g ij (x) as initial data, let f : M n → N m be a map from M n to a fixed Riemanian manifold (N m ,ĝ αβ ). Then the harmonic map flow coupled with mean curvature flow is the following evolution equation of the maps
where the Harmonic map Laplacian △ is defined by using the metric g ij (x, t) and
and Moreover, by (3.18) of Corollary 3.3, for any fixed y 0 ∈ N, for any k ≥ 2, there is a constantĈ k depending only onC,n, T and the bounds of the curvature and its derivatives up to order k+1 of the ambient manifold on its ball BM (X 0 (y 0 ), 2e
We first establish the existence theorem for the above harmonic map flow coupled with mean curvature flow. The existence theorem of harmonic map flow coupled with Ricci flow was proved in [5] .
Theorem 4.1 There exists 0 < T 0 < T , depending only onC, T,n,δ, such that the harmonic map flow coupled with mean curvature flow
has a solution on M n × [0, T 0 ] such that the follwing estimates hold. There is a constant C 2 depending only onC,δ,n and T such that
there is a constant C k depending only onC,δ, T,n and x 1 such that
We will prove the theorem by solving the corresponding initial-boundary value problem on a sequence of exhausted bounded domains D 1 ⊆ D 2 ⊆ · · · with smooth boundaries and D j ⊇ B 0 (x 0 , j + 1),
and taking a convergent subsequence of F j as j → ∞, where x 0 is a fixed point in M n . First we prove the zero order estimate for the Dirichlet problem (4.6).
Lemma 4.2
There exist positive constants T 1 > 0 and C > 0 such that for any j, if
, whered is the distance with respect to the metricĝ.
Proof. For simplicity, we drop the superscript j. In the following argument, we denote by C various positive constants depending only on the constantsC,δ, T , andn in Theorem 1.1. Note thatd(y 1 , y 2 ) is the distance function on the target (M n ,ĝ), which can be regarded as a function on M n × M n with the product metric. Let ϕ(y 1 , y 2 ) = 1 2d 2 (y 1 , y 2 ) and ρ(x, t) = ϕ(x, F (x, t)). We compute
By Theorem 3.2, there is a constant C depending only onC, T andn such that
then by (4.7) we have |∆Id| ≤ C, this implies
By (4.1), the curvature ofĝ is bounded by some constantK, the injectivity radius ofĝ have a uniform positive lower boundδ. We claim that ifd(x, F (x, t)) ≤ min{δ/2, 1/4 K }, then
Firstly, by Theorem 2.2 (i), we have |Hess(ϕ)| ≤ C under the assumption of the claim. On the other hand, the Hessian comparison theorem at those points not lying on the cut locus shows that
Combining the above inequalities, we have
which proves the claim. Hence whend(x, F (x, t)) ≤ min{δ 2 ,
√K }, we have
By maximum principle we havê
Therefore there exists
we have proved the lemma. # After proving the above lemma, we can apply the standard parabolic equation theory to get a local existence for the initial-boundary value problem (4.6) as follows ( see [5] ).
Lemma 4.3
There exists a positive constant T 2 (≤ T 1 ) depending only on the dimension n, the constants T 1 and C obtained in the previous lemma such that for each j, the initial-boundary value problem (4.6) has a smooth solution
Proof. For an arbitrarily fixed pointx in M n , we consider the normal coordinates {x i } and {y α } of the metric g 0ij and the metricĝ αβ respectively aroundx. Locally the equation (4.6) is written as a system of equations [11] , although it is not explicitly stated.) By Lemma 4.2,d(x, F (x, t)) ≤ C √ t, we conclude that the coefficients of the quadratic terms on the RHS of (4.9) can be as small as we like provided T 2 > 0 sufficiently small (independent ofx and j).
Now for fixed j, we consider the corresponding parabolic system of the difference of the map F j and the identity map. Clearly the coefficients of the quadratic terms of the gradients are also very small. Thus, whenever (4.9) has a solution on a time interval [0, T ′ 2 ] with T ′ 2 ≤ T 2 , we can argue exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 in Chapter VII of the book [13] to bound the norm of ∇F j on the time interval [0, T ′ 2 ] by a positive constant depending only on g 0ij , andĝ αβ over the domain D j+1 , the L ∞ bound of F j obtained in the previous lemma, and the boundary ∂D j . Hence by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 7.1 in Chapter VII of the book [13] , we deduce that the initial-boundary value problem (4.9) has a smooth solution
# To get a convergent sequence of F j , we need the following uniform estimates.
Lemma 4.4
There exists a positive constant T 3 , 0 < T 3 ≤ T 2 , independent of j,
Then for any B 0 (x 1 , 1) ⊂ D j , there is a positive constant C = C(C,δ,n, T ) such that
)×[0, T 3 ], and for any k ≥ 3 there exist constants C k = C(k,C,δ, T,n,
Proof. We drop the superscript j. We denote by C various constants depending only onC,δ, T ,n. We first estimate |∇F |. By Corollary 2.4, we have
Note that
2 * ḡ, the second fundamental form ∇ 2 X and curvatureRM are bounded by assumption, we know that | ∂g ∂t | and |R M | are bounded. The above formula gives
On the other hand, we know from (4.8) that
where ρ(x, t) = 1 2d
2 (x, F (x, t)). For any a > 0 to be determined later, we compute
and T 3 suitable small, we have x) ) be a cut-off function, where ξ 1 is the nonincreasing smooth function in (3.3) for k = 1 which is supported in [0, 1) and equal to 1 in [0, 3 4 ]. Note that at t = 0, u = ag ij (·, 0)g ij (·, T ) ≤ C. Then by computing the equation of ξu and applying the maximum principle as before, we have
this implies
We now estimate |∇ 2 F |. By Corollary 2.4 again
and by (3.4),(3.17),(4.1), we know √ t|∇
By (4.10) we have
Define the cutoff function ξ(x) = ξ 2 (d 0 (x 1 , x) ). Note that at t = 0, |∇ 2 F | = |Γ 0 − Γ| ≤ C, then u | t=0 ≤ C. Using the similar maximum principle argument as before we get
. To derive the higher derivative estimates we prove by induction on k. We denote by C k various constants depending only onC, T ,δ,n and the bounds of the curvature and its covariant derivatives up to order k of the ambient manifoldM on its ball BM (X 0 (x 1 ), C) for suitable C. Now suppose
. By Corollary 2.4, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.3 and using (4.15)
we also have ∂ ∂t
by combining (4.17) and (4.18), we have x) ), (4.19) and applying maximum principle as before, we have
Therefore we complete the proof of Lemma 4.4. # Proof of Theorem 4.1
Now we combine the above three lemmas to prove Theorem 4.1. We have known that there is a T 3 > 0 such that for each j, the equation
has a smooth solution
, by choosing any x 1 ∈ B 0 (x 0 , j) in Lemma 4.4 we have
, where C depends only onC,n,δ, T . Moreover for any
there is a C k depending onC,δ, T ,n and x 1 such that
Then we can take a convergent subsequence of F j (as j → ∞) to get the desired F with the desired estimates. So the proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed. # Now we derive some estimate of g ij (x, t) with respect to F * ĝ . Letĝ ij = (F * ĝ ) ij . 
Proof. Note that |∇F | 2 =ĝ ij g ij ≤ C, which impliesĝ ij (x, t) ≤ Cg ij (x, t). For the reverse inequality, since the curvature of g ij (·, t) is bounded, we compute the equation ofĝ ij (x, t) on the domain,
Note that for suitable large constant C, we have
(4.22)
Then by maximum principle for tensors, we get
We have completed the proof of the proposition. #
As a consequence, we know that the solution of the harmonic map flow coupled with mean curvature flow is a family of diffeomorphisms. Corollary 4.6 Let F (x, t) be assumed as in the previouse proposition. Then F (·, t) are diffeomorphisms for all t ∈ [0, T 4 ].
Proof. Note that (4.20) implies that F are local diffeomorphisms. For any x 1 = x 2 , we claim that F (x 1 , t) = F (x 2 , t) for all t ∈ [0, T 4 ]. Suppose not, then there is the first time t 0 > 0 such that F (x 1 , t 0 ) = F (x 2 , t 0 ). Choose small σ > 0 so that there exist a neighborhoodÔ of F (x 1 , t 0 ) and a neighborhood O of x 1 such that F −1 (·, t) is a diffeomorphism fromÔ to O for each t ∈ [t 0 − σ, t 0 ], and letγ be a shortest geodesic( parametrized by arc length) on the target (with respect to the metricĝ)
F (x, t). Now we pull back everything by
where Pγ is the parallel translation along F −1γ using the connection defined by F * ĝ . Since∇
where ∇ k V α is the covariant derivative of the section V α of the bundle F −1 T N. Thus by (4.20) in proposition 4.5, we have
where the constant C depends on the x 1 and x 2 and is independent of t by (4.5) of Theorem 4.1. Therefore, for t ∈ [t 0 − σ, t 0 ], we havê
which contradicts with the choice of t 0 . We complete the proof of the corollary. #
Mean-De Turck flow
From the previous section, we know that the harmonic map flow coupled with mean curvature flow with identity as initial data has a short time solution F (x, t) which stays being a diffeomorphism with good estimates. LetX = X • F −1 be a family of maps defined from (M n ,ĝ αβ ) toMn, thenX satisfies the following mean De turck flow
where g αβ is the inverse matrix of g αβ (·, t) = ((F −1 ) * g(·, t)) αβ and∇ is the covariant derivative with respect toĝ αβ . We denote the local coordinates ofM by {zᾱ}. It is not hard to see
2) this implies that the metric g αβ (y, t) is just the induced metric from the ambient space by the mapX. Sincê
by Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.5, we have
Let X 1 and X 2 be two solutions to the mean curvature flow (1.1) with bounded second fundamental form and with the same initial value X 0 assumed as in the , t) are the corresponding induced metrics. As in section 4, we solve the harmonic map flows coupled with mean curvature flow with the same target (M n ,ĝ αβ ) respectively
where ∆ g k ,ĝ is the harmonic map Laplacian defined by the metric g k ij (x, t) and g αβ for k = 1, 2 respectively. By section 4, we obtain two solutions F 1 (x, t) and F 2 (x, t) such that Theorem 4.1 holds with F = F 1 and F = F 2 . Corollary 4.6 says that F 1 (x, t) and F 2 (x, t) are diffeomorphisms for any t ∈ [0,
are two solutions to the mean-De Turck flow (5.1) with the same initial value X 0 ,
where by (5.2) g 1αβ and g 2αβ are the corresponding induced metrics from the target (Mn,ḡᾱβ) by the mapsX 1 andX 2 .
Proposition 5.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, there is some T 5 > 0 depending only onC,δ, T andn such that
for the two solutions of mean-De turck flow constructed above. z 2 ) be the square of the distance function onM which is viewed as a function of (
Combining these two formulas, we have
(5.8) Note that
where Γ 2 and ∇ 2 are the christoffel symbol and the covariant derivative of the metric g 2αβ (y, t).
For each y ∈ M n and t ∈ [0, T ], ifX 1 (y, t) =X 2 (y, t), denote the minimal geodesic onM fromX 1 (y, t) toX 2 (y, t) by σ, and denote the parallel translation of M along σ by P σ , then we have
ifX 1 (y, t) =X 2 (y, t), P σ = Identity, the above formula still holds.
In the following argument, we compute norms by using the metrics g 1 andḡ. For example
We denote by C various constants depending only on the constantsC, Tn andδ of the main theorem 1.1. Then by (5.3), we have
where |∇ 2 2X 2 | is just the norm of the second fundamental form of X 2 : M n →Mn which is bounded byC. Combining (5.9) (5.10) and (5.11), we have
By choosing an orthonormal frame at y so that g 1αβ = δ αβ , then we have
Hess(ψ)(Z α , Z α ).
Combining ( √C ,δ 2 }, then we have
In order to apply the maximum principle to u, we need to show that u
2 (y, 0))
(5.15)
By the mean curvature flow equation (1.1), we know
By (4.4) (4.23), for any x 1 , x 2 ∈ M n , we get 
Therefore, we have u
for some constant C depending only onC,δ, T andn. Let u max (t) = sup{u(y, t) | y ∈ M n }, since the curvature of (M n ,ĝ) is bounded, and g 1 is equivalent toĝ, then by combining (5.14) (5.17) and applying the maximum principle , we have
We complete the proof of Proposition 5.1. # 6 Proof of the uniqueness theorem 1.1
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1. Let X 1 (x, t) and X 2 (x, t) be two solutions to the mean curvature flow with bounded second fundamental form and with the same initial data. We solve the corresponding harmonic map flow (5.4) (5.5) respectively to obtained two solutions F 1 (x, t) and F 2 (x, t) on some common time interval.
are two solutions to the mean-De Turck flow with the same initial value. By Proposition 5.1 we knowX 1 ≡X 2 on [0, T 5 ]. So in order to prove X 1 (x, t) ≡ X 2 (x, t), we only need to show F 1 ≡ F 2 .
We know
SinceX 1 ≡X 2 , we know g 1αβ (y, t) = g 2αβ (y, t) on [0, T 5 ], and the vector fields V 1 ≡ V 2 on the target, where
Therefore, the two families of maps F 1 and F 2 satisfy the same ODE with the same initial value:
So for any x ∈ M n , letting γ be a shortest geodesic( parametrized by arc length) on the target with γ(0) = F 1 (x, t) and γ(l) = F 2 (x, t), we have
where P −1 γ V is the parallel transport of V (F 2 (x, t), t) along the geodesic γ back to the tangent space of the point F 1 (x, t). We have seen in the proof of Corollary 4.6 that sup y∈γ |∇V |(y, t) ≤ C √ t for some C depending on x but independent of t. Sincê
So we have proved X 1 (x, t) = X 2 (x, t), for all x ∈ M and t ∈ [0, T 5 ]. Clearly, we can extend the interval [0, T 5 ] to the whole [0, T ] by applying the same argument on [T 5 , T ]. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed. # Corollary 1.2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1. Indeed, letσ and σ be two isometries of (Mn,ḡ) and (M n , g) respectively such that (σ
for any x ∈ M n . Sinceσ • X t and X t • σ are two solutions to the mean curvature flow (1.1) with bounded second fundamental form on M n × [0, T ] and with the same initial value, then by Theorem 1.1, we have
for any x ∈ M n and t ∈ [0, T ]. The proof of the Corollary 1.2 is completed. #
Pseudolocality Theorem
An n-dimensional submanifold M ⊂M is said to be a local δ-Lipschitz graph of radius r 0 at P ∈ M, if there is a normal coordinate system (y 1 · · · yn) ofM around P with T P M =span{
We say a submanifold M ⊂M is properly embedded in a ball BM (x 0 , r 0 ) if either M is closed or ∂M has distance ≥ r 0 from x 0 . We say a submanifold M ⊂M is properly embedded inM if either M is closed or there is an x 0 ∈M such that M is properly embedded in BM (x 0 , r 0 ) for any r 0 > 0. It is clear that if M is properly embedded in completeM , then M is complete. . Then we have an estimate of the second fundamental form
Proof. We argue by contradiction. By scaling we may assume r 0 = 1. Suppose there exist fixed c 0 > 0, i 0 > 0, α > 0, and a sequence of ε, δ → 0 and smooth solutions to the mean curvature flow
such that at time zero, M 0 is a local δ-Lipschitz graph of radius 1 at x 0 ∈ M. But there is some (x 1 , t 1 ) satisfying 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ T and x 1 ∈ BM (x 0 , ε) such that
Denote by E α the set of points (x, t) such that |A|(x, t) 2 ≥ α t . Lemma 7.2 For any K > 0 with Kε < , let M t be assumed as in the theorem, suppose |A|(
Proof. Firstly, we claim that there exists (x,t) ∈ E α with 0 <t ≤ T , dM (x 0 ,x) ≤ (2K + 1)ε such that |A|(x, t) ≤ 4|A|(x,t)
We argue by contradiction. Since (x 1 , t 1 ) can not be chosen for (x,t), one can find
. Since the solution is smooth, we get a contradiction as k large enough.
For the chosen (
If (x, t) ∈ E α and dM (x,x) ≤ K|A|(x,t) −1 , by the claim we still have the estimate. The lemma is proved.
Continuing the proof of Theorem 7.1.
. Let (x,t) be the point obtained in Lemma 7.2. Consider the auxiliary functions
They are also functions on M t by composing the inclusion maps. We will compute their equations on M t . Since the sectional curvature ofM satisfies −c Since the solution is smooth and properly embedded, ψ is compactly supported, we have lim
3 . Now we claim that there is β > 0 such that as ε, δ → 0, we have
We still argue by contradiction. Suppose not, then there is a subsequence of ε, δ → 0 and Note
. Combining (7.7) and monotonicity formula (7.5), we know
(7.9) By assumption, there is a normal coordinate system (y 1 · · · yn) ofM around x 0 with
∂y n } and a vector valued function F :
n be the orthogonal projection into the first n-components. Let
, let exp x 0 (y) = x and y ′ = P y. Since the curvature ofM is bounded by c 2 0 , by comparison theorem on the ball
On the other hand, also by comparison theorem, the Riemannian volume element dv of M 0 satisfies
Combining (7.10),(7.11) and (7.12), we have By (7.9) and the factt ≤ ε 2 , we conclude that For α ≥ n + 1, i, j ≤ n, the coefficients of the second fundamental form is defined by ), then the estimate (7.13) holds. Hence M can be expressed as a graph on the ball B R n (0, Note that
hence we have
This implies
Choosing suitable small α = α(c 0 ,n, n), we have Q 2 ≤ 2, which is a contradiction with Q 2 > ε −2 . We complete the proof of the theorem. # Theorem 7.5 (Strong uniqueness theorem) LetM be ann-dimensional complete manifold satisfying |Rm| + |∇Rm| + |∇ 2R m| ≤ c 2 0 and inj(M ) ≥ i 0 > 0. Let X 0 : M →M be an n-dimensional isometrically properly embedded submanifold with bounded second fundamental form inM . Suppose X 1 (x, t) and X 2 (x, t) are two smooth solutions to the mean curvature flow (1.1) on M × [0, T 0 ] properly embedded inM with the same X 0 as initial data. Then there is 0 < T 1 ≤ T 0 such that X 1 (x, t) = X 2 (x, t) for all (x, t) ∈ M × [0, T 1 ].
Proof. By Theorem 7.4, there is ε > 0 such that for any x 0 ∈ M, we have |A|(x, t) ≤ ε }. Then we conclude that the second fundamental forms of X 1 (·, t) and X 2 (·, t) are uniformly bounded by the constant ε −1 on M × [0, T 1 ]. By Theorem 1.1, we have X 1 (·, t) = X 2 (·, t) on M × [0, T 1 ]. The proof of theorem 7.5 is completed. #
